Will the Public Ever Wake Up To the
Corruption and Lies Enabling the Events
of 9-11 and Other American Tragedies!!
Courageous government agents reveal deep-seated hardcore corruption by key
people in the three branches of government that either caused, or enabled, the
brutal events of 9-11 to occur. These government insiders reveal, for instance:
• Deep-seated culture of corruption in the government’s aviation safety offices
that has caused or enabled decades of preventable aviation disasters—
including the hijackings of four airliners by 19 hijackers on 9-11—and 40
years of prior fatal hijackings.
• Preventable aviation disasters, terrorist threats, and other harm that will
continue to occur due to the corruption, system-wide cover-ups, and the
public’s apathy, gullibility, and state of denial.
• Other unpublicized areas in which Americans suffered, and continue to suffer,
the consequences of corruption in government offices. This Trojan-horse
corruption is a greater threat and source of harm to Americans than terrorists
from outside the United States.
• The corrupt role played by federal judges, who continue to block the reports
of criminal activities involved in the 3,000 deaths on September 11, 2001.
• The pattern of felony cover-ups by members of Congress that plays key roles
enabling criminal activities in government offices to continue.
• The inside truth for the unprecedented refusal to hold public investigations
into the blame for September 11, 2001.
• The escalating bald-faced lies by government officials, and the public’s
gullibility in swallowing them.
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Unfriendly Skies details the documented deep-seated and continuing
corruption that caused or enabled dozens of aviation disasters to occur.
Defrauding America details and documents decades of corruption by
government officials, including: decades of preventable aviation disasters;
secret funding of Iraq’s arms buildup; secret funding of key government
figures through secret CIA proprietaries; drug smuggling implicating
government officials while imprisoning thousands of men and women on
either sham drug charges or peanut quantities of drugs; endemic corruption in
federal courts; FBI involvement with organized crime, including murders;
cover-ups of Soviet spies, suitcase nuclear bomb sales, surface-to-air missile
sales; and much more.
Terrorism Against America details terrorism against the American people
from outside sources and from Trojan horse insiders.
Lawyers and Judges—American Trojan Horses. Corrupt roles played by lawyers and judges,
and especially their misconduct enabling the events of 9-11 to occur.
More information at www.defraudingamerica.com and www.unfriendlyskies.com.

Print book versions: Unfriendly Skies, Defrauding America, and Drugging America. ($28 plus $4
shipping). Credit card orders: call 1-800-247-7389 for immediate shipment, or mail check to
Silverpeak Enterprises, POB 5, Alamo, CA. 94507.
E-book versions of the following 600+ page books can be easily downloaded for the very
reasonable price of $12: Unfriendly Skies, Defrauding America, Drugging America, Terrorism
Against America, Lawyers and Judges—American Trojan Horses. Download site is at
www.defraudingamerica/order_form.html.

